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ABSTRACT

The growing utilization of synthetic medical data (SMD) in training and testing AI-driven tools in
healthcare necessitates a systematic framework for assessing SMD quality. The current lack of a
standardized methodology to evaluate SMD, particularly in terms of its applicability in various medical
scenarios, is a significant hindrance to its broader acceptance and utilization in healthcare applications.
Here, we outline an evaluation framework designed to meet the unique requirements of medical
applications, and introduce the concept of SMD scorecards, which can serve as comprehensive reports
that accompany artificially generated datasets. This can help standardize evaluation and enable SMD
developers to assess and further enhance the quality of SMDs by identifying areas in need of attention
and ensuring that the synthetic data more accurately approximate patient data.
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1 Introduction

A key challenge for the safe and effective development and evaluation of medical AI devices is the limited availability
of high-quality patient data [1] and the limitations to data sharing due to well-founded privacy concerns. Further, data
collection is time-consuming, costly, and sometimes unfeasible for rare and underrepresented populations. Synthetic
medical data (SMD)– artificial data partially or fully generated using computational techniques to mimic the properties
and relationships seen in patient data [2]– holds promise for addressing these emerging challenges.

SMD has gained attention due to recent advances in generative deep learning techniques [3]. Methods, such as Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) and Denoising Diffusion Probabilistic Models, have the capacity to approximate the
complex distributions of medical data and create SMD distributions that align with patient data. Generative AI models
hold promise for producing large quantities of medical data at scale, which could supplement the scarce patient data
currently available for medical AI development and evaluation. However, the usefulness of SMD hinges on its quality,
clinical relevance, and representativeness of patient data. If SMD is not curated carefully, it could result in poor
outcomes of downstream tasks – a classic case of “garbage in, garbage out”.

In response to these challenges, a systematic approach is needed for evaluating and reporting important aspects of
SMD to enable its proper use in medical applications. Unfortunately, current methods for assessing synthetic data are
inadequate because they do not holistically evaluate the generated data based on medically relevant criteria. Evaluation
strategies commonly used are based on metrics initially developed for computer vision, focusing primarily on visual
and statistical fidelity. This focus on fidelity alone fails to consider the unique and complicated aspects of medical
data. For example, Figure 1 displays synthetically generated medical images that rank highly on fidelity metrics such
as inception score and statistical similarity metrics. However, the generated images fail to satisfy known clinical
constraints: noticeable artifacts (e.g., distorted pacemakers and tubes) that appear or slightly alter the anatomical regions
of chest X-ray (CXR) images. These seemingly minor artifacts may not be detected by current evaluation metrics but
could lead models trained on these visually and statistically similar images to incorrect predictions. This exemplifies
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Figure 1: Top: patient image (left) and synthetic images (right), source: [4]; the generated image, produced by a
GAN model, displays high visual quality yet contains structural errors such as broken ligaments, highlighted in the
insets. Bottom two rows: real CXR images on the left contrast with synthetic counterparts on the right, with red circles
indicating the presence of artificial features like pacemakers or tubes that appear in the anatomical regions (source: [5]).
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the need for a comprehensive evaluation that considers factors beyond fidelity and statistical similarity, and includes
validity, diversity, physical attributes, privacy, and consistency.

In this commentary, we present a framework for evaluating and reporting SMD, which includes seven medically
relevant criteria. The following sections provide a brief discussion of these criteria and introduce the concept of an
SMD scorecard. Figure 2 provides a visual representation of our proposed framework and the scorecard concept.
These cards are concise reports that accompany artificially generated medical datasets. They enable the assessment of
SMD quality across seven criteria and document information about the dataset’s description, intended use, limitations,
recommendations, and usage disclaimers. Adoption of these SMD scorecards would contribute to enhancing SMD
quality, increasing transparency, and fostering trust in synthetic datasets. We encourage developers and researchers who
create SMDs to adopt this practice, as it promotes thorough and rigorous evaluation.

2 The Seven Cs of SMD Evaluation

This section presents seven principal criteria for SMD evaluation: correctness, coverage, constraints, completeness,
comprehension, compliance, and consistency.

While we acknowledge the value of qualitative metrics, our focus is primarily on quantitative metrics to drive consistency
and standardization. We also note that our aim is not to identify the ’best’ SMD dataset. Rather, our goal is to establish a
transparent and comprehensive framework for assessing and comparing various SMD datasets across multiple clinically
relevant criteria. Figure 2 presents a visualization of the proposed criteria and the scorecard concept for SMD evaluation
and reporting.

Correctness

We define correctness as the assessment of the degree to which the generated data distribution approximates the true
data distribution for its intended purpose. A model would achieve high correctness when it produces samples that are
statistically indistinguishable from patient data. This concept is often known as realism or fidelity in the literature
[6, 7, 8]. Correctness measures how closely the distribution of SMD approximates real-world distributions. High levels
of correctness, quantified by metrics such as Cosine Similarity, Fréchet inception distance (FID)1, and BLEU score
(LLMs)2, contributes to the SMD’s realism in substituting patient datasets for development and evaluation purposes.

Coverage

We define coverage as the assessment of how comprehensively the generated data captures the diversity and novelty
inherent to the distribution of patient or medical data. Coverage ensures that SMD does not merely replicate isolated and
specific patterns from the patient data, but appropriately represents real-world variability. In this context, diversity in
SMD is related to the breadth of patterns, features, or modes evident in the data. A diverse SMD encompasses multiple
aspects and nuances of the genuine distribution. On the other hand, novelty addresses the model’s capability to generate
novel samples; these samples, though not present in the training dataset, are still congruent with the learned distribution.
Popular metrics for measuring coverage include entropy, the distribution of unique samples, clustering-based metrics,
and distinct-n metrics (LLMs) [8, 9].

Constraint

We define constraint as the extent to which the data respects specific conditions. These may include physical, geometric,
or clinical constraints related to specific medical conditions. Constraint criterion ensures that SMD accurately reflects
the complex and specific realities of medical scenarios, avoiding non-sensical outputs or hallucinations. For instance,
by adhering to constraints such as size and density in synthetic tumor images or maintaining consistent lab value ranges
in generated medical reports, the data becomes applicable for training diagnostic tools. Further, constraints, such as
ensuring logical progression in patient history narratives, are crucial. Respecting physical and clinical constraints in
SMD helps maintain patient safety and treatment efficacy when the data is used for simulations or research purposes.
Different metrics can be used to quantify constraint adherence in SMD. Examples include constraint satisfaction score,
distance to a mathematically-defined constraint boundary, structural and physical plausibility metrics like tissue density,
and material properties [10, 11].

1FID assesses the quality of generated images by comparing the distribution of these images to real images in an embedded
feature space.

2BLEU score is a metric for evaluating a machine-translated text by comparing it to one or more high-quality reference translations,
primarily measuring the accuracy and correctness of the translation.
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Figure 2: Framework for evaluating and reporting SMD. We show the performance of two SMDs across seven clinically
relevant dimensions. Each dimension is graphically depicted for intuitive comparison, with horizontal bars quantifying
the scores. Correctness is evaluated through violin plots, offering insights into the data distributions of real medical
data (RMD) versus SMDs, anchored by FID scores. Coverage is displayed with a scatter plot that maps the data
distribution across two primary features, distinguishing RMD in grey from SMDs in gradations of green, assessable
through metrics like entropy. Constraint is represented with plots that delineate valid from invalid data points based
on medical parameters (e.g., tumor size, density). Completeness criterion assesses whether the SMDs contain all
crucial information. Compliance underscores the rigorous process to ensure privacy preservation and data auditing
for subsequent use, while comprehension emphasizes the explainability of the SMD generation process. The bottom
panel showcases the consistency of SMDs across demographic subsets (e.g., race groups), with boxplots clarifying
the homogeneity and representativeness essential for clinical relevance and broader application. The methods used to
generate the SMDs along with key information, constituting the SMD cards, is presented in the middle; this includes
dataset descriptions, intended use, recommendations, and other pertinent details.
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Completeness

Completeness is defined as the extent to which the generated data retains all significant details available in real data. For
example, in a text summary, completeness would be measured by how much of the essential medical information from
the original report is captured. Completeness, in the context of medical images, measures whether crucial information
are reported. For example, if the data is intended for training, it is important to provide ground truth annotations.
Information related to standardized data formats (e.g., DICOM) is also important. This criterion can be quantified using
scaling-based metrics (e.g., 1 to 10 to signify the degree of completeness), or using metrics such as the recall score and
F1 score [12].

Compliance

We define compliance as the adherence to privacy standards and regulations, local and international if needed, in
the context of SMD generation. Compliance is particularly important in data-driven methods that might suffer from
leakage of protected patient information. GANs, for example, are designed to produce SMD that closely approximates
real-world datasets in their statistical characteristics. Similarly, LLMs, when trained on extensive healthcare datasets,
might inadvertently generate text containing sensitive information. Specifically, GANs are designed to produce SMD
that closely approximates real-world datasets in their statistical characteristics. However, a significant privacy concern
arises when these models generate data too similar to specific, real individual data entries, potentially replicating
identifiable aspects of the training data and leading to privacy violations. Metrics that can be used to measure privacy
compliance include differential privacy metrics, re-identification risk metrics, and audit trails and compliance reports to
continuously monitor and document the privacy compliance of SMD generation [13].

Comprehension

We define comprehension as the degree of explainability associated with the method used to generate SMD. This
criterion measures how well users can understand and trust the process that leads to the creation of SMD. In medical
contexts, where decisions based on data can have significant personal and societal implications, the comprehension
of the method used to generate SMD is important to provide clear insights into how they operate and ensure clinical
relevance and reliability of the resulting data. For instance, explainability might help in identifying SMD biases,
underlying assumptions, or potential errors in the data generation process. This understanding is vital for the safe and
credible use of SMD in applications such as medical diagnosis, research, and training. For instance, whether using
traditional statistical methods, machine learning algorithms, or advanced generative models to create synthetic tumor
images, explainability involves understanding the principles and logic that guide how tumor features (e.g., size, shape,
and location) are synthesized. Appropriate metrics for assessing explainability include feature attribution methods,
clarity of the documentation of SMD generation process, and the ability to generate interpretable rules that describe the
data generation process.

Consistency

We define consistency as the stability of the SMD’s quality across different groups. This criterion evaluates whether the
SMD consistently maintains high standards of the previous criteria, regardless of the group. This criterion is important
for ensuring fairness and reliability in SMD applications. For instance, if a model generates SMD, consistency ensures
that the quality of the SMD is equally of high-quality across different age groups or ethnicities. This uniform quality
across groups is important in preventing biases and ensuring that the SMD can be reliably used. Similarly, consistency
can be used to assess the quality of SMD over time, indicating its reliability and adaptability to evolving data landscapes
and longitudinal changes. Consistency is a key consideration for all Cs of SMD evaluation as it measures the stability
or uniformity of a criterion across various sources of variability (e.g., patient demographics, disease prevalence, clinical
practice patterns). To assess consistency, two primary types of metrics can be employed: those capturing ’average’
variability across groups, such as variance, and those measuring extremes of variation, like the max-min difference.

3 SMD Evaluation Cards

Inspired by Model Cards [14], we propose SMD scorecards as a standardized reporting approach. These cards are
essential for quality assurance, ensuring SMDs fulfill medical application standards and providing stakeholders (e.g.,
developers, researchers) with detailed insights into the SMD’s development, uses, and performance across key criteria.
As shown in Figure 2, these cards contain information regarding the SMD’s purpose, description, generation techniques,
development assumptions, performance evaluations, limitations, recommendations, stakeholder details, and usage
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guidelines. In addition, it contains quantitative metrics that assess the quality of the generated SMD across the previously
defined criteria, namely correctness, coverage, constraint, consistency, completeness, compliance, and comprehension.
This reporting is invaluable not only in the assessment of SMD, but also for guiding the creation of high-quality SMD
which are integral to the advancement of AI applications in healthcare, and ensuring clear communication to key
stakeholders.

Descriptive Information

The descriptive section of the SMD card should provide an in-depth overview of the synthetic medical dataset. Key
elements to include are:

• Purpose and Scope: Describe the specific use case for which the SMD was created, including the target medical
application and intended users (e.g., developers, clinicians).

• Description of Data: Offer a detailed description of the dataset, including the types of data included (e.g.,
imaging, annotations, clinical notes), the volume of data, and its source characteristics.

• Generation Techniques: Outline the methods used to generate the synthetic data, including any algorithms,
models, or tools employed. This section should also mention any seed data or base models used in the
generation process.

• Development Assumptions: Document any assumptions made during the development of the SMD. This might
include assumptions about data distributions, relationships between data elements, or privacy constraints.

• Performance Evaluations: Provide an overview of tests and evaluations performed to assess the quality and
usefulness of the synthetic data. Mention any benchmarks or standards used for evaluation.

• Limitations and Recommendations: Discuss any identified limitations of the SMD and provide recommenda-
tions for its use and potential areas for improvement. This can also include reporting any known biases in the
dataset.

• Stakeholder Details: List the developers, institutions, and any other stakeholders involved in the creation of the
SMD.

• Usage Guidelines: Offer guidelines on how to use the SMD, including any necessary preprocessing steps or
compatibility issues with certain tools or platforms.

Quantitative Scores

This section of the scorecard can provide measurable, objective metrics to assess the quality and utility of the synthetic
data. It includes metrics for the 7Cs previously described, namely correctness, coverage, constraint, consistency,
comprehension, compliance, and completeness, and any other criteria. Additionally, it can contain the following:

• Metric dictionary: Users can select relevant metrics from a dictionary (i.e., metric dictionary) that includes
several metrics for comprehensive assessment of each criterion. Each metric is calculated using predefined
formulas that quantitatively measure the differences or similarities between real and synthetic datasets. The
calculation methods are detailed, ensuring that users understand how each metric is derived and what it
signifies about the data quality.

• Visualization: Various visualization formats can be employed to represent the results of the selected metrics
visually. These include histograms for distribution comparisons, radar charts, scatter plots for correlation
assessments, and heat maps or t-SNE for more complex multidimensional data. These visualizations help in
quickly identifying areas where the synthetic data aligns well with the real data and where discrepancies exist,
making the insights accessible to non-technical stakeholders as well.

• Interpretation: Alongside numeric outputs, a narrative interpretation is provided for each metric. This section
explains what the scores mean in the context of the synthetic data’s intended use, whether it be for training AI
models, regulatory testing, or educational purposes.

• Overall SMD Quality Assessment: An overall score or rating is derived based on the selected metrics. This
aggregate score provides a quick summary of the synthetic data’s utility, aiding stakeholders in making
informed decisions about its use.

By combining the quantitative metrics with the descriptive section’s detailed explanations, the SMD evaluation scorecard
offers a holistic view of the synthetic dataset’s creation, ethical considerations, compliance with privacy laws, and its
quantitative assessment. This complete reporting structure supports transparency, trust, and practical utility in deploying
synthetic data for various high-stakes applications in the healthcare and medical research sectors.
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4 Discussion

The proposed evaluation and reporting framework can contribute to enhancing our understanding of the strengths and
limitations of various synthetic datasets. For example, a dataset with high correctness but low coverage and consistency
could indicate a tendency towards memorization, while a low score in clinical constraints might signal hallucinations.
This holistic evaluation not only aids in comparing different SMDs, but also guides developers in improving synthetic
datasets, ensuring the creation of high-quality SMD. While we recognize the importance of evaluating SMD utility in
downstream tasks, relying solely on task-specific methods for evaluation might overlook data issues until it is too late,
possibly causing major setbacks.

Although we outlined key criteria for SMD evaluation, we note that additional criteria, tailored to specific applications,
may also be included. For example, in some LLMs applications, conciseness– conveying information without including
details that might burden the end-user– might be an important evaluation criterion. Similarly, criteria customization can
be achieved by assigning varying weights to different evaluation criteria based on their relevance to specific applications.
Alternatively, there may be cases where a singular and holistic score is needed. This can be achieved by the aggregation
of scores from all criteria.

In summary, this commentary introduces a scorecard for SMD evaluation tailored to medical applications for rigorous
and standardized reporting. Our framework will contribute to advancing SMD applications in medical AI and ensuring
that the synthetic realizations more accurately approximate the intended distributions.
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